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Abstract

Although biological iron-sulfur (Fe–S) clusters perform some of the most difficult redox reactions in Nature, they are thought to be composed exclusively of Fe\(^{2+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\) ions, as well as mixed-valent pairs with average oxidation states of Fe\(^{2.5+}\). We herein show that Fe–S clusters formally composed of these valences can access a wider range of electronic configurations—in particular, those featuring low-valent Fe\(^{1+}\) centers. We demonstrate that CO binding to a synthetic [Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)]\(^0\) cluster supported by N-heterocyclic carbene ligands induces generation of Fe\(^{1+}\) centers via intracluster electron transfer, wherein a neighboring pair of Fe\(^{2+}\) sites reduces the CO-bound site to a low-valent Fe\(^{1+}\) state. Similarly, CO binding to an [Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)]\(^+\) cluster induces electron delocalization with a neighboring Fe site to form a mixed-valent Fe\(^{1.5+}\)Fe\(^{2.5+}\) pair in which the CO-bound site adopts partial low-valent character. These low-valent configurations engender remarkable C–O bond activation without having to traverse highly negative and physiologically inaccessible Fe\(^{2+}/\)Fe\(^{1+}\) redox couples.
Main Text

Introduction

First characterized over sixty years ago as electron-transfer mediators,\textsuperscript{1,2} Fe–S cluster proteins are now known to have a wide range of functions.\textsuperscript{3,4} Their diverse reactivity includes carrying out some of the most kinetically challenging multi-electron redox reactions in the biosphere,\textsuperscript{4–6} and such reactivity is enabled by the unique chemical properties of their Fe–S cofactors. Despite their prominence in redox biochemistry and the redox versatility of Fe more generally,\textsuperscript{7–10} biological Fe–S clusters are thought to feature only Fe\textsuperscript{2+} and Fe\textsuperscript{3+} ions (and mixed-valent pairs with average oxidation states of Fe\textsuperscript{2.5+}).\textsuperscript{4,5,11} Indeed, no biological Fe–S cluster has been reduced beyond the all-Fe\textsuperscript{2+} state (Figure 1A), and although synthetic [Fe\textsubscript{4}S\textsubscript{4}(NO)\textsubscript{4}] clusters\textsuperscript{12} were initially assumed to feature Fe\textsuperscript{1+} centers,\textsuperscript{13,14} it has since been shown\textsuperscript{15} that the Fe centers in these and related clusters are better described as Fe\textsuperscript{3+} centers bound to \textsuperscript{3}[NO]\textsuperscript{−} ligands (see SI for further discussion). Additionally, a few super-reduced synthetic Fe–S clusters/complexes have been reported, including an (Fe\textsuperscript{1+})\textsubscript{2}(μ-S) complex,\textsuperscript{16} an Fe\textsubscript{2}(μ-S) complex in two charge states featuring low-valent Fe (Fe\textsuperscript{1+}Fe\textsuperscript{2+} and 2Fe\textsuperscript{1+}),\textsuperscript{17} and a planar [Fe\textsubscript{4}S\textsubscript{3}] cluster in two charge states featuring Fe\textsuperscript{1+}.\textsuperscript{18} In each example, the state with low-valent Fe was generated on an Fe\textsuperscript{2+/1+} redox couple. However, such couples are not thought to be accessible for biological Fe–S clusters.

That biological Fe–S clusters do not access Fe\textsuperscript{1+} valences limits the d-electron count of their individual sites to d \leq 6, which in turn imposes significant limitations on their coordination chemistry. This is illustrated by considering binding and activation of the archetypal π-acidic ligand, CO, at Fe\textsuperscript{2+} ions in varying coordination geometries (Figure 1B). Low-spin, octahedral Fe\textsuperscript{2+}–CO complexes are common and famous for their stability, and trigonal bipyramidal, intermediate-spin Fe\textsuperscript{2+}–CO complexes have also been reported.\textsuperscript{19–24} In contrast, high-spin, octahedral Fe\textsuperscript{2+}–CO complexes are much rarer, have only been characterized at low temperatures, and show no C–O bond activation.\textsuperscript{25} These differences in CO activation and binding strength can be rationalized by the occupation of the two Fe–CO π-backbonding orbitals; both
low-spin octahedral and intermediate-spin trigonal bipyramidal geometries allow full occupation of the π-backbonding orbitals, whereas a high-spin configuration results in only partial occupation of these orbitals, leading to diminished CO binding affinity and activation. Consistent with this logic, no tetrahedral CO adduct of Fe\(^{2+}\) has been isolated; such a complex would be high-spin with partially unoccupied π-backbonding orbitals, and would therefore have an extremely low affinity for CO.

Given these observations from mononuclear Fe chemistry, it is perhaps surprising that Fe–S clusters featuring high-spin, mid-valent Fe centers (Fe\(^{2+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\)) have emerged as promising catalysts for reducing CO and other π-acidic ligands. For example, nitrogenases reductively couple CO to hydrocarbons,\(^{26–29}\) and this Fischer-Tropsch-type chemistry has been further demonstrated for a wide range of Fe–S clusters both bound to and isolated from protein hosts.\(^{30–36}\) The unusual ability of Fe–S clusters to activate CO stands in contrast to the predicted inability of analogous high-spin, mid-valent
mononuclear Fe complexes to bind CO, let alone to engender strong C–O bond activation. This fundamental disconnection prompted us to examine the geometric and electronic structures of CO-bound Fe–S clusters; below we detail unexpected links between Fe–S clusters and low-valent Fe chemistry and demonstrate that, in fact, Fe–S clusters can access low-valent configurations that give rise to exceptional C–O bond activation.
Results and Discussion

To study CO binding and activation at an Fe–S cluster, we utilized synthetic [Fe₄S₄] clusters in which three Fe centers are each supported by the sterically protective N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) ligand, IMes (1,3-dimesitylimidazol-2-ylidene); this arrangement leaves the remaining Fe site available for substrate binding. Our approach to preparing CO-bound clusters was to abstract Cl• or Cl⁻ from (IMes)₃Fe₄S₄Cl (1-Cl) in the presence of CO. We expected to observe the formation of polycarbonylated clusters featuring low-spin Fe sites and/or bridging CO structures, and we predicted that the simplest structures—those featuring a single CO bound to the unique, tetrahedral Fe site—would be thermodynamically unfavorable for the reason articulated above: [Fe₄S₄]⁺⁰ clusters composed of tetrahedral Fe²⁺ and Fe³⁺ sites should have very weak affinity for CO.

To our surprise, the terminal, monocarbonylated adducts are in fact the products of these reactions. Specifically, reduction of 1-Cl via Cl• abstraction using Ti(N[3,5-(tBu)Ar])₃ (Ar = 3,5-dimethylphenyl) in the presence of CO generates the cluster (IMes)₃Fe₄S₄CO (1-CO) in 78% yield with loss of ClTi(N[3,5-(tBu)Ar])₃ (Fig. 2A). Cluster 1-CO has an S = 2 ground state as established by EPR spectroscopy and SQUID magnetometry (see SI). The cyclic voltammogram of 1-CO shows a reversible oxidation event at −1.54 V vs. Fe/Fc⁺ corresponding to the [Fe₄S₄]⁰/¹⁺ couple and an irreversible oxidation at ca. −0.5 V corresponding to oxidation of [1-CO]⁺ (see SI). The [Fe₄S₄]⁰/¹⁺ couple is ca. 400 mV more positive than other reported [Fe₄S₄]⁰/⁺ redox couples owing to the cluster’s strongly π-accepting CO ligand. The one-electron oxidized cluster, [(IMes)₃Fe₄S₄CO]⁺ ([1-CO]⁺), was prepared from 1-Cl by Cl⁻ abstraction using Na[BArF₄] ([BArF₄]⁻ = tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate) in the presence of CO and has an S = 1/2 ground state (see SI). Both complexes were fully characterized and their structures were confirmed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (Fig. 2B and 2C); we discuss their structural and spectroscopic properties in greater detail below.

A striking property of 1-CO and [1-CO]⁺ is the extent to which their CO ligands are activated. Indeed, their C–O stretching frequencies of 1832 cm⁻¹ and 1902 cm⁻¹, respectively, are comparable to
those of mononuclear Fe\(^{1+}\)-CO complexes, \(\nu(C-O) = 1850–1907\) cm\(^{-1}\))\(^{22,23,47}\) and intermediate spin Fe\(^{2+}\)-CO complexes \(\nu(C-O) = 1899–1966\) cm\(^{-1}\))\(^{19–24}\). Such remarkable degrees of C–O activation for 1-CO and [1-CO]\(^+\) are inconsistent with what would be expected for a high-spin Fe\(^{2+}\)-CO center, for which \(\nu(C-O)\) would be > 2100 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^{25}\)

The high degree of C–O activation in 1-CO and [1-CO]\(^+\) necessitates reevaluation of our initial assumptions about their electronic structures, namely that the tetrahedral Fe centers in these clusters are each high-spin, d\(^6\) Fe\(^{2+}\) or d\(^5\) Fe\(^{3+}\). There are two scenarios that would enable full occupation of the Fe–CO \(\pi\)-backbonding orbitals, and thereby account for the observed strong C–O activation: either the Fe–CO site could maintain an Fe\(^{2+}\) valence and adopt a low- or intermediate-spin electronic configuration, or it could adopt a low-valent configuration. Although computational analysis can provide insights into the local spin state of the Fe–CO site (\textit{vide infra}), this information is difficult to extract experimentally. Nevertheless, we disfavor the first hypothesis in part because the Fe–CO sites in 1-CO and [1-CO]\(^+\) display nearly perfect tetrahedral geometries \((\tau_4 = 0.92\) in both 1-CO and [1-CO]\(^+\)), where \(\tau_4\) is a
parameterization of four-coordinate geometries that takes on a value of 1 for a perfect tetrahedron)\textsuperscript{48} imposed by the cuboidal structure of the cluster. In contrast, four-coordinate intermediate-spin Fe\textsuperscript{2+} complexes exhibit a significant distortion from tetrahedral symmetry.\textsuperscript{49-51} We therefore designed experiments to test the alternative hypothesis that the Fe--CO sites adopt low-valent configurations.

Mössbauer spectroscopy is widely used to determine the valences of Fe sites in Fe–S clusters.\textsuperscript{52,53} In particular, the isomer shift reflects both the formal Fe valence and the covalency of Fe–ligand bonding, where a higher isomer shift corresponds to a lower valence and decreased Fe–ligand covalency. These trends move in concert for typical Fe–S clusters (i.e., those ligated by \(\pi\)-donor ligands such as thiolates), but they counteract one another for Fe sites featuring strong \(\pi\)-acceptors such as CO.\textsuperscript{54} For the latter, a lower valence would engender stronger Fe–CO covalency via \(\pi\)-backbonding, and these two effects would impact the isomer shift in opposing directions. For this reason, the valences of the Fe–CO sites in \textbf{1-CO} and \([\textbf{1-CO}]^+\) cannot be directly inferred from their isomer shifts. We therefore analyzed the valences of the NHC-ligated sites in \textbf{1-CO} and \([\textbf{1-CO}]^+\) and used this information to deduce the valences of the CO-ligated Fe sites.

Determination of the valences of the NHC-ligated sites in \textbf{1-CO} and \([\textbf{1-CO}]^+\) requires suitable reference molecules for which the valences are well-established. For these purposes, we examined the Mössbauer spectroscopic properties of the homoleptic, NHC-ligated clusters, \([\text{I'}\text{Pr}^\text{Me}_4\text{Fe}_4\text{S}_4]^{0/+}\) (2 and \([\textbf{2}]^+\); \(\text{I'}\text{Pr}^\text{Me} = 1,3\text{-diisopropyl-4,5-dimethylimidazol-2-ylidene}\)),\textsuperscript{37,46} which have the same \([\text{Fe}_4\text{S}_4]\) core electron count as \textbf{1-CO} and \([\textbf{1-CO}]^+\), respectively. The Mössbauer spectrum of 2 in Fig. 3A is consistent with previous reports\textsuperscript{46,55} and features a 3:1 pattern of peaks representing the three coaligned Fe\textsuperscript{2+} centers and the one antiferromagnetically coupled Fe\textsuperscript{2+} center, respectively. The Mössbauer spectrum of \([\textbf{2}]^+\) has not been previously described; it displays a single quadrupole doublet (\(\delta = 0.48 \text{ mm s}^{-1}\) and \(\Delta E_Q = 1.34 \text{ mm s}^{-1}\); Fig. 3 and Table 1) indicating complete valence averaging for \([\textbf{2}]^+\) on the Mössbauer timescale. The average isomer shift (\(\delta_{\text{avg}}\)) of the Fe centers in 2 and \([\textbf{2}]^+\) is 0.60 and 0.48 mm s\(^{-1}\), respectively (80 K, Fig. 3), and the magnitude of the decrease in \(\delta_{\text{avg}}\) upon oxidation (0.12 mm s\(^{-1}\) for a 0.25 electron oxidation per
Fe site) is similar to what has been observed in other Fe–S clusters.\textsuperscript{52} Note that we and others\textsuperscript{52} prefer to extrapolate valences using $\delta_{\text{avg}}$ because the isomer shifts of individual sites with the same formal valence can vary depending on the nature of the Fe-Fe coupling\textsuperscript{46,55} and additionally because $\delta_{\text{avg}}$ does not depend on the model used to fit the quadrupole doublets arising from multiple spectroscopically unique Fe centers.

Figure 3. Spectroscopic and structural evidence for low-valent Fe configurations in [Fe$_4$S$_4$]–CO complexes. (A) 80 K Mössbauer spectra of 2 (top left) and 1-CO (bottom left) and contraction of (NHC)Fe–S distances upon CO binding (right). (B) 80 K Mössbauer spectra of [2]$^+$ (top left) and [1-CO]$^+$ (bottom left) and contraction of (NHC)Fe–S distances upon CO binding (right). Red and gray lines show simulated parameters for the NHC- and CO-ligated Fe centers, respectively. The total simulations are shown in black. See Table 1 for tabulated parameters.

Table 1. Mössbauer and structural parameters for 1-CO, 2, [1-CO]$^+$, and [2]$^+$.\textsuperscript{a}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mössbauer parameters</th>
<th>Structural parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NHC-bound Fe (avg.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta$ (mm s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-CO</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1-CO]$^+$</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]$^+$</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}: The uncertainty in the average of Fe–S and Fe–C bond lengths is given as the root sum of the squares of the individual estimated standard deviations.
In the Mössbauer spectra of 1-CO and [1-CO]+ (Fig. 3 and Table 1), the quadrupole doublets corresponding to the Fe–CO sites can be readily identified by their low isomer shifts (0.32 mm s⁻¹ in 1-CO and 0.28 mm s⁻¹ in [1-CO]+) and large quadrupole splittings (2.408 mm s⁻¹ in 1-CO and 2.069 mm s⁻¹ in [1-CO]+). The low isomer shifts for the Fe–CO sites are similar to those observed for low-valent Fe–CO complexes²²,²³ and reflect high Fe–CO covalency as a result of π-backbonding with CO. The large quadrupole splitting is likewise consistent with significant Fe–CO π-backbonding, which increases the anisotropy of the local electric field gradient. The remaining Mössbauer signals arise from the NHC-ligated sites and can be modeled as three quadrupole doublets for 1-CO (see SI) and a single quadrupole doublet for [1-CO]+; similarly to [2]+, the latter exhibits full valence delocalization amongst its NHC-ligated sites on the timescale of the Mössbauer experiment. For both 1-CO and [1-CO]+, the δ(avg values for the NHC-ligated sites—0.48 mm s⁻¹ and 0.36 mm s⁻¹, respectively—are 0.12 mm s⁻¹ lower than those in their homoleptic congeners, which suggests that the NHC sites in 1-CO and [1-CO]+ are significantly more oxidized than the NHC sites in 2 and [2]+. As deduced from the Mössbauer spectra of 2 and [2]+ (vide supra), the magnitude of this change in the average isomer shift—0.12 mm s⁻¹—corresponds to an oxidation of 0.25 electrons per Fe center, and the average valence of the NHC-ligated Fe sites in 1-CO and [1-CO]+ are therefore estimated to be Fe².²⁵⁺ and Fe².⁵⁺, respectively (compared with Fe²⁺ and Fe².²⁵⁺ for 2 and [2]+, respectively). In aggregate, the three NHC-ligated sites in 1-CO and [1-CO]+ are 0.75 electrons more oxidized than the analogous Fe–NHC sites in 2 and [2]+, respectively, leaving the Fe–CO site in each cluster 0.75 electrons more reduced. Thus, based on this analysis, the experimentally deduced Fe–CO valences in 1-CO and [1-CO]+ are Fe¹.²⁵⁺ and Fe¹.⁵⁺, respectively.

The structural parameters of 1-CO and [1-CO]+ are also consistent with intramolecular charge transfer from the Fe–NHC sites to the Fe–CO sites (Fig. 3 and Table 1). The NHC-bound Fe sites in 1-CO and [1-CO]+ display shorter average Fe–S distances (by ~0.05 Å) and Fe–C(NHC) distances (by 0.06 Å for the neutral clusters and 0.031 Å for the cationic clusters) relative to those in 2 and [2]+. Both trends are expected to follow from enhanced donation from the sulfide and NHC ligands to the NHC-bound Fe
sites in 1-CO and [1-CO]+, and are thereby consistent with the conclusions from the Mössbauer spectroscopic analysis: the NHC-bound Fe sites are more oxidized in the CO complexes than in the homoleptic, NHC-bound clusters. Shortened Fe–S bonds were also observed in a recent computational model of a CO-bound nitrogenase intermediate featuring a four-coordinate Fe–CO site.56

The experimental picture described above—massive C–O bond activation and charge depletion at the NHC-bound sites—is consistent with substantial charge redistribution among the Fe–NHC and Fe–CO sites, resulting in electronic configurations featuring low-valent, CO-bound Fe centers. We further evaluated the electronic structures of these clusters using broken-symmetry density functional theory calculations (BS-DFT; TPSS and TPSSh functionals and def2-TZVP basis sets), analyzed the BS-DFT solutions in terms of localized molecular orbitals, and demonstrated that the experimental Mössbauer parameters are reproduced in silico (see SI). As expected, the computed localized orbitals of 2 and [2]+ are consistent with the canonical electronic structures of [Fe₄S₄]⁰ and [Fe₄S₄]+ clusters (featuring 4×Fe²⁺ centers for 2 and 2×Fe²⁺ and 2×Fe².⁵⁺ centers for [2]+). In contrast, the localized orbital calculations and Löwdin population analyses of 1-CO indicate that it adopts an unprecedented electronic structure for [Fe₄S₄]⁰ clusters; rather than featuring 4×Fe²⁺ ions, the Fe valences in 1-CO consist of 1×Fe¹⁺–CO, 1×Fe²⁺, and 2×Fe².⁵⁺ (Fig. 4A). The occupied valence orbitals on the CO-bound Fe include five β-spin and two α-spin orbitals with primarily Fe 3d character, four of which have symmetry that allows for π-backbonding with CO. In 1-CO, the oxidized counterpart to the one-electron-reduced Fe–CO site is a mixed-valent pair of 2×Fe².⁵⁺ ions in which the hole is delocalized over two Fe centers via the double-exchange mechanism (Fig. 4A).57 In addition, the Fe²⁺ site adopts a local S = 1 configuration; such non-Hund configurations have been observed in BS-DFT calculations of other Fe–S clusters.58,59

The BS-DFT calculations on [1–CO]+ are complicated by a dependence of the calculated electronic structure on the functional (see SI). Calculations using the TPSS functional arrive at an electronic structure in which the two π-backbonding orbitals on the Fe–CO site are fully occupied and localized on the Fe–CO site, and one of the unpaired electrons on this site is delocalized onto a spin-
aligned NHC-ligated Fe center (Fig. 4B). Calculations using the TPSSh functional converge to an electronic structure more similar to that of 1-CO, except one of the α-spin electrons involved in Fe–CO π-backbonding is further delocalized between the Fe–CO and the spin-aligned Fe–NHC center (see SI). We favor the electronic structure obtained using the TPSS functional because the [Fe₄S₄]⁺ core of an optimized structure displays pseudo-C₃ᵥ symmetry akin to that observed in the X-ray crystal structure of [1-CO]⁺ (see SI). Regardless of the functional chosen, a Löwdin population analysis of the Fe-centered orbitals in [1-CO]⁺ leads to approximate valence assignments as follows: Fe¹.5⁺ for the Fe–CO, Fe².5⁺ for the spin-aligned Fe–NHC site, and 2×Fe².5⁺ for the remaining NHC ligated sites (see SI). The computed valence for the Fe–CO site in [1-CO]⁺ is higher than that in 1-CO, which is consistent with its weaker extent of C–O bond activation (Δν(C–O) = 70 cm⁻¹) as well as its shorter Fe–S and longer Fe–CO bond lengths (Table 1).

The experimental and computational analysis presented above demonstrates that Fe–S clusters can achieve low-valent electronic configurations at individual Fe sites, allowing for substantial activation of π-accepting substrates such as CO. Such configurations are generated by an intracluster electron transfer process that is conceptually related to valence rearrangements observed in other metalloclusters²⁴,⁶⁰–⁶³ in

**Figure 4.** Qualitative calculated molecular orbital diagrams for 1-CO (A) and [1-CO]⁺ (B) showing the fully populated Fe–CO π-backbonding orbitals (highlighted in red). The isosurface plots (bottom, 0.04 au) show the localized π-backbonding orbitals in the α-spin manifold. See SI for computational details.
which the existing metal ion valences are shuffled between cluster sites. However, the processes observed for 1-CO and [1-CO]$^+$ are distinct in that CO binding induces generation of valences that were not initially present in the cluster. To illustrate, consider the valence distributions possible for [Fe$_4$S$_4$]$^0$ clusters (the core charge state in 1-CO): in the canonical, all-ferrous electronic structure, no valence rearrangement can occur because each Fe has the same valence (Fe$^{2+}$). Instead, we showed that CO binding induces valence disproportionation, which entails electron transfer from an NHC-ligated Fe center to the Fe–CO center, splitting two Fe$^{2+}$ valences to generate Fe$^{1+}$–CO and an Fe$^{3+}$ center (the latter is additionally stabilized by generation of a mixed-valent 2×Fe$^{2.5+}$–NHC pair). Low-valent configurations are likewise accessed in [1-CO]$^+$ by partial disproportionation of 2×Fe$^{2+}$ centers to give a configuration with substantial Fe$^{1+}$/Fe$^{3+}$ character. In both cases, the formal oxidation of NHC-bound Fe sites is accompanied by substantial Fe–S bond contraction, indicating a role for the entire cluster in promoting C–O bond weakening.$^{64,65}$

The ability to undergo valence disproportionation allows for the generation of low-valent configurations without necessitating super-reduction of an Fe$^{2+}$ site in an all-ferrous cluster to Fe$^{1+}$. For [Fe$_4$S$_4$] clusters in particular, such super-reduced states (i.e., [Fe$_4$S$_4$]$^{1-}$) have not been characterized and would presumably only be generated at extremely low potentials. However, two related questions remain regarding the biological relevance of the low-valent states we observe: (1) Do the synthetic clusters reported herein have access to low-valent configurations only because they are support by NHC ligands (as opposed to biologically relevant donors such as thiolates); and (2) Would the redox states at which we observe low-valent configurations be accessible at physiologically relevant potentials?

To address the first question, we compare the redox properties of 2 and [2]$^+$ with those of synthetic, thiolate-ligated [Fe$_4$S$_4$] clusters. The [Fe$_3$S$_4$]$^+$ state in [Fe$_4$S$_4$(SPh)$_4$]$^{3-}$ is stable between −2.13 and −1.40 V (vs. Fc/Fc$^+$, in MeCN),$^{44}$ whereas the analogous state in [2]$^+$ is stable in an anodically shifted window: between −1.91 V and −0.75 V (vs. Fc/Fc$^+$, in o-DFB). This illustrates that NHC-ligated clusters are less reducing than their thiolate-ligated analogues,$^{46}$ and we therefore conclude that the intramolecular electron
transfer process that generates low-valent Fe in \(1-\text{CO}\) and \([1-\text{CO}]^+\) is not a result of the NHC-ligands rendering the cluster especially reducing. For this reason, we expect that if \(1-\text{CO}\) and \([1-\text{CO}]^+\) were supported by thiolates instead of IMes, we would similarly observe low-valent electronic configurations.

To address the second question, we first note that the redox state of \([1-\text{CO}]^+\) ([Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)]\(^+\)) is commonly observed in biology,\(^4,6\) and, although rarer, that of \(1-\text{CO}\) ([Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)]\(^0\)) has also been characterized in Fe–S proteins.\(^66-69\) However, direct comparisons between the potentials at which these states are generated in biological systems and synthetic systems cannot be made because of the different conditions in which the potentials were determined; this is well-established\(^70,71\) for thiolate-ligated clusters where the redox potentials of biological [Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)] clusters are shifted anodically relative to those of synthetic [Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)] clusters. Nevertheless, we can consider how CO binding would affect the redox couples of Fe–S clusters. Because of the strong π-acidity of CO, we would expect an anodic shift upon substituting an NHC or thiolate for CO. This is observed experimentally for the molecules described herein; for \([1-\text{CO}]^+\), the [Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)]\(^1+\) state is stable between \(-1.54\) and \(-0.50\) V, compared with \(-1.91\) to \(-0.75\) V for \([2]^+\) (both vs. Fc/Fc\(^+\) under identical conditions; see SI). Likewise, CO binding to a thiolate-ligated, biological [Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)] cluster would anodically shift the cluster’s redox couples, and therefore the redox states at which we observe low-valent Fe ([Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)]\(^0\) and [Fe\(_4\)S\(_4\)]\(^-\)) would remain accessible using biological reductants. On this basis, we surmise that low-valent Fe centers can be generated in Fe–S clusters at physiologically accessible redox potentials.
Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that Fe–S clusters, even when comprised of exclusively Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ ions, can undergo intramolecular valence disproportionation to access low-valent electronic configurations. This expands the range of characterized electronic configurations for formally mid-valent Fe–S clusters and connects the chemistry of Fe–S clusters to that of low-valent Fe. Moreover, these low-valent configurations enable substantial substrate bond activation without having to proceed through highly negative redox couples; this design principle can be further exploited in catalysis and may account for Nature’s utilization of Fe–S clusters for activating some of the strongest bonds in the biosphere.
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